50 Ways
TO IMPROVE
Any Soccer Kid

All kids are different. All kids have talent. All kids make mistakes.
All kids can practise. All kids can improve. All kids need is a ball.
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Some kids just need a good kick.
Freestyle soccer is not a coaching system. It’s
a

learning program designed to discover

and develop the natural qualities and abilities
of Australian players.
This program enables parents and coaches to

identify the strengths, weaknesses, skills,
talents, fears, needs and limits of any kid.
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FREESTYLE KIDS
All across Australia, Freestyle kids learn to play their own game.
Freestyle kids can be found any day of the week at skate parks, BMX tracks,
basketball courts, beaches and cricket nets. These are kids who practise on their
own or with their mates so they can learn new skills and swap tricks. They take
responsibility for their own development.
Ordinary Soccer kids train because they have to if they want to play a game. There
are elite kids who sit in the car and wait for the coach to arrive so he can tell them
what to do. They wait for Soccer to happen.
Freestyle Soccer kids train because they want to. They’re the players who get down to
the oval early and always have a ball at their feet. Freestyle kids practise every day so
they can make Soccer happen.
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Feel Free
If it only takes 5 minutes for any kid to improve, it should only take 5
minutes for any coach to prove or disprove. Feel free.
There are three stages in a coaching system. At the cognitive level, a teaching
program, we can teach Soccer skills. At the associative level, a learning program, we
can learn about the natural skills that all kids have. At the intuitive level, a discovery
program, we can discover the innovative coaches and talented players. Australian
Soccer is well established as a teaching program. We teach every kid to look, think,
stretch, move, kick and play the same way and get the same results.
Australia is rich in hidden and untapped Soccer resources. Intelligent coaches are
constantly making discoveries about talented players but we lack the confidence to
research, challenge or develop these ideas. To learn how to coach Australian kids, we
can either visit the leading Football nations of the world and study the top academies
or we can visit Australian ovals and discover what Australian kids actually need.
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TEACHING PROGRAM
We look for the good players and we hope for the best.
Australian Soccer uses a high performance coaching system to teach techniques
and tactics so that teams can win games. It’s not designed to learn about individual
players or identify their natural talent, skills, intelligence, temperament, character,
potential, fears, needs or results.

Belief is the key to the future of Australian Soccer. If we believe that the vast majority
of kids have the talent to reach the top, we will look for talent and discover how good
players really are. If we believe kids lack the talent to reach the top, we will teach them
all to be the same.
If we think that kids lack skill, we’ve got a lot to teach. If we think that kids lack talent
we’ve got a lot to learn. Soccer skills are very simple. Soccer players are not. We can
teach the same every day or learn something new and different every day. We can
improve any kid in 5 minutes just by learning what each kid needs to improve.
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LEARNING PROGRAM
In the 10 years it takes to teach the average Soccer kid, not one
person will spend 15 minutes with that player to learn about them.
A learning program looks at everything we know about Soccer and looks for more
ways to improve performance, better ways to inspire confidence, smarter ways
to stimulate intelligence, faster ways to identify talent, stronger ways to challenge
limits, different ways to improvise moves and sharper ways to activate energy. Open
Learning is the ability to keep an open mind to all new and different ideas.

There are 10 key elements that kids need so they can integrate their natural skills
with their Soccer skills. We can improve any Soccer kid in 5 minutes by evaluating
their footwork and vision, power and precision, movement and decision, belief and
repetition, challenge and intuition. The aim of a learning program is to identify the kids
who can think for themselves, speak up for themselves and challenge themselves to
reach a high level. If kids fail, we don’t need to look for an excuse. We just need to
look for a different way to improve them.
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DISCOVERY PROGRAM
Kids can develop what we give them. We need to give them respect,
responsibility, resourcefulness and resilience.
The aim of the discovery program is to discover the real Australian Soccer players
so we can develop an Australian coaching system that defines their national identity,
spirit and character. We only see the kids who train when they’re told and do what
they’re told. We don’t see self motivated players who train when they’re not told and
create their own ideas. We need to trust kids more and believe in their talent.
The biggest discovery we can make about Soccer kids is that they don’t actually
fall apart without the direction, inspection, correction, protection or rejection from
well meaning adults. We don’t realise that kids at skate parks, BMX tracks and surf
beaches drive, strive and thrive because they can think for themselves, express
themselves, speak up for themselves, believe in themselves, make their own
decisions, make their own mistakes, learn from them and keep trying.
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AWARENESS PROGRAM
Awareness is the ability to see and hear what isn’t there.
It’s human nature to notice the noisy players and overlook the quiet achievers. At
grading, we see the kids who run and we hear the kids who shout. We never notice
the kids who stand still and say nothing. At matches, we watch the ball and the ball
player. We don’t observe what kids do without the ball. When kids kick a ball, we look
at the kick and overlook the kid. When kids shoot, we look at the technique and never
look at their eyes. There’s a reason why some kids stand dead still and dead quiet
in a game. Once we identify the inertia and silence in talented Soccer kids, we can
discover the underlying cause.

What’s significant for the future of Australian Soccer is not how easy it is to improve
any kid in 5 minutes but how hard it is to find an adult who is willing to look at new
and different ideas. We all learn as kids and then reach an age where we flatline and
stop. Clubs and coaches need to become aware of all their players and discover what
makes each kid different. If we look around our training ovals, we can see which kids
stand flat footed and stab at the ball. We need to discover how to engage kids and
inspire them to challenge their personal best. If we become aware, we can identify
what each kid needs to develop.
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FOOTWORK AND VISION
When I was a kid, I always thought I was wrong but I was wrong.
Most Australian Soccer kids don’t know how to move their feet or what to look at when
they strike the ball. We’re coaching perfect technique to kids who stand flat footed and
take their eyes off the ball. We teach kids Soccer skills without learning about their
natural skills.
Any Australian Soccer kid can improve in 5 minutes just by learning about footwork
and vision. Close repetition drills are designed to integrate their Soccer skills with
natural skills. It takes hundreds of repetitive ball touches for kids to develop
eye/foot coordination.

Most coaches look at the kicks and overlook the kids. Upper body sports like boxing,
basketball and cricket, appreciate the significance of footwork and develop their own
stepping drills. Precision sports like golf and archery understand the importance of
target acquisition.
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LIGHTEN UP
If we can improve any Australian Soccer kid, we can improve
Australian Soccer.
There are 17 year old kids who are making the same mistakes they learned when they
were 7. Some Soccer kids are in the dark because they never discover how good they
really are. Some kids look slow and heavy because they never get up on their toes.
Some kids make mistakes because they worry about making mistakes. Any of these
kids can Lighten Up in 5 minutes while they get hundreds of ball touches. Lighten Up
is an assessment tool designed to identify the strengths, weaknesses, skills, talents,
fears, needs and limits of kids.

In this drill, the feeder stands 2 metres in front of the player and throws the ball
approximately 10 times each to their head, shoulders, thighs, inside of the feet and
their instep. It usually takes 3 sets to improve any player. The first set (lighten up) gets
kids up on their toes. The second set (brighten up) gets kids to relax as they can
feel the improvement. The third set (tighten up) sees kids improvise as they become
confident and find the zone where mistakes disappear.
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HANDBALL
There are 10 year old kids who can’t kick a ball into their hands.
All kids, not just Soccer kids, need to play with a round ball so they can develop their
motor skills and natural skills while they still have them. Handball helps kids to get an
easy introduction to Soccer skills.
Even before little kids first learn about Soccer, they need to use their hands to control
a ball and they need to let a ball bounce so they can get the maximum number of
touches and discover what a round ball does. They need to learn the roll of the ball,
the spin and the bounce.
Ball control is a simple motor skill just like walking and running. It takes hundreds of
ball touches for kids to reach the associative stage where they can stop using their
hands and it takes thousands of ball touches for kids to achieve the intuitive stage
where they can juggle a ball without using the bounce. A ball gives kids the joy
of discovery.
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KEEP OFF THE GRASS
If we can teach kids to use a ball, we can use a ball to teach kids.
Too many kids become stiff and mechanical because of the way they train. When little
kids throw the ball up into the air, and kick it back into their hands, the secret is to get
them moving while they do it.

In the beginning, all kids make mistakes and they will drop the ball plenty of times.
That’s human nature and that’s how players learn. The key is to encourage their
flexibility and agility to maximise their control. The challenge for a kid is to catch the
ball and keep it off the grass. From the start, Soccer kids need to look and think 360
degrees.
The more we do for kids, the less they will do for themselves. It’s too easy to program
intelligent kids to replace mechanical robots. Kids need to know that they can develop
ball skills on their own or with their mates. They don’t have to wait for an official
training session.
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NEW HEADING
Some players stick their neck out when they head the ball. Freestyle
kids put their whole body on the line.
A lot of girls are scared of heading the ball and a lot of boys are scared of admitting
that they’re scared of heading the ball. Fear of heading is real. Concussion is real. We
can tackle the problem or bury our heads in the sand and pretend that there isn’t a
problem.
Any high ball can make a difficult first impression on a kid’s head. When the coach
throws the ball towards their head, a lot of little kids brace themselves, close their
eyes, and discover that the ball can hurt. The reason is simple. They let the ball strike
them instead of them striking the ball. The safest way for kids to become confident
headers is to practise on their own or use close heading drills with their mates. As
they get used to the ball, they can extend the speed, height and degree of difficulty.
There are no limits to what kids can achieve if they develop one simple step at a time.
The only limits come from us.
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NEW HEADS ON THE BLOCK
When kids kick a Soccer ball, watch their eyes. When they head the
ball, watch their feet.
Head Banger is a simple drill that helps to assess coordination while giving kids
confidence to attack the high ball. The player holds the ball in both hands and draws
it back firmly towards their head while simultaneously moving the head forward to
reach maximum velocity. Some kids lack the timing and eye/hand coordination to do
this. In a learning program, this drill helps to identify the level of motor skills.

An individual can practise this exercise against a wall or with a team mate. As
with any other close repetition drill, they begin with simple, short, slow control and
gradually increase the level of resistance. As kids synchronise their speed and
strength, they develop more power. Kids don’t lack talent. They lack confidence and
adequate practice.
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KICK START
First we learn what makes kids kick and then we can discover what
makes kids tick.
Australian kids have a wide range of exciting sports to choose from. We really need to
lift our game if we want to compete with other codes. Nobody should tell kids that they
lack the talent to reach the top. We need to encourage players to follow their dreams.
Kids don’t need Soccer but Soccer needs kids. Training drills need to be exciting,
achievable, memorable and measurable. It’s not the Aussie character to stand in
line waiting to kick a dead ball. These kids want to develop skills and make plenty of
mistakes so they can challenge themselves.

All kids are different and all kids have talent. We can develop players to suit the needs
of a system or we can develop any system to suit the needs of our players. We can
teach players to be the same and get the same results or we can learn about players
and discover their talent. We can’t improve kids until we learn what each kid needs
to improve.
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FOOTLOOSE
Soccer is all about a kid and a ball. Freestyle Soccer is all about a
moving kid and a moving ball.

Kids play the way they train. If we make them balance on one foot in order to teach
them perfect kicking technique, we’re going to create rigid, mechanical robots who
stand still and stab at the ball. We should never isolate the control surface from the
rest of the body or separate the Soccer skills from the natural skills that all kids have.
Players need to be able to think and move while controlling the ball.
Motivated ball players always have a ball at their feet. Footloose drills involve switching
the ball from one foot to the other inside a confined space. Kids can draw the ball
back with the sole of the foot and push it away with the outside of the foot. As with
all close rep drills, kids begin with slow and simple footwork before improvising their
moves. As drills become more dynamic, kids notice that their arms and upper body
come into play. Footloose drills improve agility and flexibility.
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FEETBALL
There’s one way to coach kids and 50 ways to improve them.
Before they begin playing sport, most kids have no idea that they’re supposed to be
one footed. Something happens at training. As kids become older, the gap between
their strong foot and their weak foot becomes wider until opponents notice it and use
it to their advantage.
Freestyle kids deliberately focus on developing both feet equally to optimise their
balance, rhythm, coordination and weight transfer. Once they learn to juggle a ball by
alternating feet, they can keep a count of left foot only, right foot only, thighs only and
heading only.

Right at the start, Freestyle kids can identify the strengths that define them and the
weaknesses that obstruct them. Any kid can improve their neglected foot by hitting
target cones and juggling in pairs. We have a choice in sport to pick the easy way
or the hard way. Kids who only use one foot lose out in the long run. We can either
protect kids from every challenge or give them the confidence to overcome them.
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TARGET PRACTICE
Nobody knows how to score goals. Most kids think big, aim big and
miss big. Freestyle kids think small, aim small and miss small.
Most Australian Soccer kids have no idea how accurate they really are because
there are no small targets in Soccer. Kids pass the ball in the general direction of
the receiver and strikers shoot as hard as they can at the whole goal because they
think they can’t miss. Most kids don’t know their own strength. Freestyle kids know
because they use target cones to measure their power and precision. Any Soccer kid
can discover their accuracy range and power range so that they know their limits and
don’t get pressured into giving a hospital pass in the game.
At shooting practice, freestyle kids place target cones inside the posts, on the ground
and away from the keeper. In a game, so many players shoot straight at the goal
keeper because that’s where they’re looking. Freestyle kids learn to look where the
keeper isn’t. Coaches focus on perfect technique and have little idea what players are
looking at. By placing cones inside the posts, it only takes 5 minutes to discover the
kids who pick a small target and the kids who aim for the whole goal.
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HIGH BALL
A lot of kids see the high ball as a problem and try to keep it on the
ground. Freestyle kids use the high ball to challenge opponents.

Most Australian Soccer kids have trouble judging the flight path of a high ball because
they train with the ball on the ground all the time. The corner, or high cross, is difficult
to predict under pressure. The secret is simple. When there’s any doubt in the height
of the flight, the key is to move back a couple of metres in the two seconds available.
That makes it easier in the last split second to move or dive forward instead of
fumbling and stumbling back while the ball sails overhead.
Freestyle kids constantly practise with the difficult high ball. They juggle in pairs to
read the bounce and spin of the ball and most of their shooting drills involve high
crosses and unpredictable bounce. On a windy day, when everyone tries to keep the
ball on the ground, Freestyle kids put the ball in the air to identify the hesitant kids.
The difficult high ball teaches kids about their character and competitive spirit. The
easy ball doesn’t teach anything except how to play safe. When players close down
the high ball, they need a good support call.
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POWER AND PRECISION
I used to know everything but now I know better.
In a sport determined by goals, most kids have no idea how to shoot because most
coaches have no idea how to score. Kids try too hard to kick the ball too far at targets
that are far too big. Some players even develop the ability to blast the ball over the
crossbar from inside the 6 yard box. In a learning program, we can improve any striker
in 5 minutes by showing them how to control their strength and accuracy. Freestyle
kids develop marksmanship by aiming for moving targets.
Control is the balance of power and precision. Professional marksmen don’t aim
for the target. They aim for the bullseye, which is just one small part of the target.
Precision drills teach kids how to develop pinpoint accuracy. Once kids learn what to
aim for, and stop trying so hard, they can begin to practise power drills. Kids improve
so easily because they’re willing to look, listen, ask questions, make mistakes and
learn. Adults may take longer because they’ve seen it all before.
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WALL PRACTICE
The most important subject any kid can learn about is themselves.
Kids have minds and bodies of their own and they need to develop them fully or they
will begin to hesitate, wait, spectate and stagnate. They need drills that stimulate their
intelligence and challenge limits.
A lot of little kids try too hard to kick the ball too hard. They tense up and lose their
timing because their earliest coaching advice from the sideline has been ‘big kick, big
kick’. Little kids can’t argue with that.

Any kid who keeps passing, or shooting, too hard should be put up against a wall
where they can learn what weighting is all about. The first discovery kids make in
wall practice is that the wall can strike the ball harder than they can. Their second
discovery is that they have the ability to control not only the ball but their striking
power. A solid wall can play hardball and keep kids on their toes while they get a
thousand touches of the ball in 10 minutes and learn to use both feet.
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FREE RANGE PRACTICE
Perfect doesn’t make perfect. Practice makes perfect.
Soccer is a game of aim, kick and miss. The average kid aims high, kicks big and
misses wide. The freestyle kid aims fine, kicks smooth and misses small. The smaller
the target, the greater the accuracy.
Every kid has a shooting range where they can hit a target and an error range where
they usually miss. It takes a lot of repetition for kids to discover when they’re in range
or when they’re out of their league. Intelligent kids will always stay and play within
their range.
Freestyle kids practise hitting cones so they can measure their range and learn to aim
for small targets on the ground. Once they discover their limits, they can master them
and then extend them. They copy exactly the same method with their weaker foot,
their throws and their heading. Kids don’t need a coach to measure their peak range.
Once they master small targets, they can move on to small moving targets.
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NETWORKING
If we give kids a ball, they can develop their own skills. If we give
them 50 balls, they can invent their own drills.
Local councils understand the needs of youth. Skaters have their own parks,
basketball players hold court, bike riders keep track, cricketers have their own bowling
alley. All these kids can manage to improvise their skills without being constantly
corrected by well meaning adults. Australian Soccer kids need their own practice nets
so they can find out for themselves how good they really are and what their limits are.

Freestyle kids have an advantage not knowing what best practice is so they keep
an open mind and remain open to all ideas. They have the freedom to challenge
themselves, try new tricks, make mistakes, learn from them and move on to the next
challenge. Every training oval should have one stand-alone goal in an isolated corner
where kids can practise shots from every range, and angle, whenever they like. Any
kid can miss simple shots through lack of practice, taking their eyes off the ball, poor
footwork, trying too hard or aiming too big. Goal kicking coaches can solve these
issues, just like Freestyle kids can.
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CLOSE UP SHOTS
Freestyle kids learn how to finish because they know where to start.
The average junior team practises shooting for 15 minutes a week so they only have
time to blast a few shots over the bar from outside the penalty box. Freestyle kids
practise shooting for two hours at a time so they don’t need to rush to reach peak
velocity. Power shooting begins in the 6 yard box. Freestyle drills are designed to
begin at the basic level and gradually increase their speed, distance, energy and
degree of difficulty. Limits are just a guide to improvement. Every Australian Soccer
kid can improve by learning about themselves.

It takes at least 200 ball touches for eye/foot coordination to kick in. Close up shots
help kids to develop footwork and vision, power and precision, movement and
decision, belief and repetition, challenge and intuition. Kids synchronise their natural
skills and Soccer skills. The four levels of close up shooting involve ground ball to the
feet, ground ball into space, high ball to the player, high ball into space.
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BULLSEYE
Marksmen aim for the bullseye which is at the centre of their target.
A lot of kids shoot at the keeper who is at the centre of their target.
Soccer goals are simply too big. We can line up 34 balls between the two posts and
stack 10 balls from the ground to the crossbar. That’s 340 different places for kids to
put the ball. Coaches tell kids to shoot at goal so they aim for 340 different targets.
Players are very accurate. What they see is what they get. The more we learn about
shooting, the more we discover why some shots are hit straight at the goalkeeper.
Force is the default option when players lack skill. Boys, especially, don’t mind missing
shots as long as they don’t look weak in front of Dad or their mates. A wild shot from
10 metres out will go way over the crossbar and 20 metres past the goal but can still
look impressive.
We don’t realise how accurate kids are because we never measure their finer
capabilities. When they learn to focus on a small target on the ground, little kids can
actually hit a cone 20 metres away. Any coach or player can easily observe and
discover that for themselves.
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HOT SHOTS
Average players lack confidence and they question their ability to
shoot. Freestyle kids shoot first and ask questions later.
Hot Shots is a rapid fire sharpshooter drill that enables one kid to get 30 shots on goal
in two minutes with balls being fed from different angles. Shooting is an intuitive skill
that needs a close repetition drill.

Any kid can take cold shots at an empty goal because the target is so big. As soon
as the keeper goes in, the shots go bush. There’s nothing wrong with their technique.
The problem is all in the mind. Kids, who lack familiarity with shooting practice, panic
in the face of pressure.
Australian Soccer kids never get enough shooting practice to make it second nature
or develop muscle memory. They think about it too much and then go to the back
of the line where they forget everything. The top strikers only use 10% of the brain
activity of ordinary players. They have the confidence to take a chance and learn from
every shot.
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HOT CHIPS
The top players are not necessarily the fastest, strongest or most
accurate. They’re different and that makes them unpredictable.

Chipping is a sign of confidence. When a new group practise chipping for the first
time, the confident kids always relax and strike under the ball to make it lift. Kids who
lack self esteem will always use force as the default option and just strike at the ball
as hard as they can. Any kid can kick a Soccer ball. Freestyle kids add a range of
striking skills to their arsenal. They learn to kick at, through, under or across a ball.
Freestyle kids juggle a Soccer ball because they’re always looking for a challenge to
their skills. Juggling gives them the intuitive ability to read the ball and improvise basic
control. To them, a kick is a slice, drive, lob, stab or a chip depending on the situation
in the game.
The average kid will stop a hard ball and then try to kick it when it’s dead. Freestyle
kids use the energy in the ball and strike while it’s hot. Hot chips are used to cross
a ball to the far post, shoot on the turn, put a high through ball up or return a firm
clearance back over the keeper.
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SPIN DOCTOR
There are simple rules for kicking Soccer balls. Freestyle kids learn
how to bend them.
We should never impose our own limitations on the next generations. We already
know what we can accomplish in Soccer. We need to discover and believe in what
the players of the future can achieve.
Any creative person who masters a fundamental skill will be able to improvise and
develop their own style. A freestyle kid will practise chipping the ball front on and then
gradually stretch that skill until they can chip a ball at 90 degrees and eventually at
180 degrees. The rotational chip can put a different spin on their shooting capability.

It’s easy to tell kids what to do but more exciting to learn what they can do when we
don’t tell them. Any kid can kick a ball and watch where it goes. The Spin Doctor
already knows where it goes. They know how to put the right amount of topspin,
backspin or side spin and they can slice across a ball to synchronise the spin and the
chip.
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BACK TO THE GOAL
When we eliminate distractions, our goals become a lot clearer.
Vision is simple. If kids check the target before they shoot, they will keep their eyes on
the ball as they kick. If they don’t check the target first, they will take their eyes off the
ball at the moment of impact. Nobody actually knows what kids should look at when
they shoot. Every coach has the chance to observe and find out for themselves.
The most effective way to teach kids to check the target before they shoot is to
develop ‘back to goal’ shooting drills. When players receive the ball with their back
to goal, the first thing they do as they turn is to check the target and take a mental
snapshot. A lot of kids have trouble synchronising footwork and vision on the move.
Back to goal drills enable kids to combine conscious and intuitive skills. The first touch
is predictable and the second touch is unpredictable. Kids can practise with a firm
ground ball or a difficult high ball. We can teach kids conventional skills and learn how
they improvise them.
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SHOOTOUT
The most effective time to shoot is when the keeper doesn’t expect it.
The keeper and the striker are the yin and yang of Soccer. Each one needs to
understand how the other one thinks and moves. They need to train together and
learn from each other because they depend on each other to improve and maximise
their ability.
Shootout is one on one practice between keepers and strikers. Before every game,
the strikers should always warm up with the keepers because that’s what they do.
Both need to get a feel for the ball. Any striker can decide to practise with a keeper
without waiting to be told.

In a competitive game determined by goals, it’s more reassuring to find coaches who
try to win rather than coaches who try not to lose. Strikers need the same degree of
specialist coaching as goalkeepers. Australian Soccer needs goal kicking coaches
and goal scoring academies so that the top gun players can train at the highest level.
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SHARPSHOOTER
Some football codes already have their own goal kicking coaches.
No Soccer kid is ever going to achieve their full potential by training twice a week and
no striker is ever going to learn how to score goals by standing in a line and taking
one pot shot at it every two minutes.
When kids get serious about scoring goals, they will find a specialist marksman who
can concentrate on their strengths and weaknesses. Sharpshooter training is a one
hour intensive marksmanship session for one striker looking at their goals from every
angle and distance.
Kids play Soccer because they want to emulate the skills of their heroes. The clue is
the name written on the back of their shirts. If we want to compete for raw talent with
other sports, we need to make Soccer exciting, engaging, challenging and rewarding.
One hour of shooting lifts kids into a higher zone. A coach can focus on footwork and
vision, power and precision, movement and decision, belief and repetition, challenge
and intuition. The kid can discover self esteem.
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MOVEMENT AND DECISION
The key to Freestyle drills is the ability to make kids move and think.

Some kids play dead. Intelligent Soccer kids stand dead still, remain dead quiet, look
dead bored and feel dead lost because they’re dead scared of doing the wrong thing.
We can energise any Soccer kid in 5 minutes just by giving them the freedom to create
their own moves and make decisions so they can drive, strive, thrive and come alive.
We look for kids who train when we tell them and do what we tell them because
they’re easier to coach. We never see the stealth players who train without being told
and can think for themselves. In a perfect system, when a kid sees an option and runs
out of position to create a move, do we correct them for not following instructions or
do we praise them for using their initiative? Any kid can pass, head, screen, dribble or
shoot. The most difficult skill is making the right decision.
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JUGGLING CIRCLE
The Juggling Circle is a microcosm of Australian Soccer and gives
us an insight into how kids behave and interact in a game situation.
Any coach can select 6 to 8 of their best players to juggle a ball in a circle using one
bounce and keeping a count of their passes. It’s too easy to tell these kids what to do.
The challenge is to observe them, without saying anything, and learn what these kids
do and don’t do.
These players all have high levels of control but they can’t put 10 passes together
without dropping the ball. They don’t move and they don’t talk. Two kids will go for
the same ball because they don’t call. The better players will drop the ball because
they try to be too clever and don’t know their limits. The shyer kids will back out of the
circle. Soccer kids look great if we tell them what to do, where to move and how to
think but they look lost if they have to think for themselves. Talented Soccer kids are
standing around waiting to be told what to do. Eventually, they will want to understand
what they’re playing at.
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MOMENTUM DRILLS
While ordinary kids keep stopping, Freestyle kids keep going.
The aim of momentum drills is to give kids more quality time with a moving ball. In
a sport, where we want to encourage determination and perseverance, we need to
condition kids to keep going. Some kids look for a rest every time the ball goes out
of play. Freestyle kids use that opportunity to look around, move around, close down,
create space, push forward or get back so they can become more effective.

Momentum drills integrate human movement with technical skill. Too many talented
kids are standing still when they practise basic control. Once kids understand
a technique, they should take it to the next level introducing mobility, flexibility,
agility and creativity. Footwork drills depend on upper body movement for better
coordination and balance. Dribbling skills need to be practised at speed to sharpen
the reflexes. Kids can repeat a skill until they master it without thinking.
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ROLLABALL
Freestyle kids put the fun back into fundamentals and learn how to
dominate a ball to make it do whatever they want.
Freestyle kids keep it simple. They don’t look for praise or reward for participation
and don’t get caught up in a world of winners and losers. They set short term goals
and find inspiration from achievement and motivation from improvement. These kids
can control a Soccer ball without kicking it. Rollaball helps them to develop a feel for
the ball.
Outdoor players can benefit a lot from indoor Soccer because it teaches them to
screen the ball and keep it close within a limited space. Freestyle kids practise rolling
the ball across their body and then switch direction and move away using the outside
of the opposite foot. Rollaball drills are effective for one foot or both feet and can be
used to go forwards, sideways or backwards. Freestyle kids improvise their skills by
rolling the ball on the head, neck, shoulders and back. Rollaball helps kids to develop
more fluid movement with the ball.
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JUGGLE IN PAIRS
When we teach kids to kick a ball while standing still, they’re learning
to stand still while kicking a ball. Kids need mobility.

Soccer skills are very simple but each kid is taking 10 years to master them. We can
always look for smarter ways to improve our players. There are no untalented kids in
Soccer, only different ways to coach them. Close ballwork in pairs enables kids to
spend a lot more time on the ball without standing in line and it enables coaches to
stand in the centre of the drill and observe how kids interact and help each other.
Kicking a ball is a basic motor skill just like walking and throwing. Kids need
thousands of touches to reach a competitive level. The kids in the leading football
nations of the world are already 1 million steps ahead of Australian kids by the time
they reach their early teens. They spend hundreds of hours getting thousands of ball
touches on the streets, beaches and parks. Australian kids need to compete with that.
When kids juggle in pairs they can measure their improvement and record their
results. The kids who can’t juggle can allow the ball to bounce in the beginning. Top
Soccer players will reach 100 without letting the ball touch the ground because they
challenge each other.
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GRAVITY
Freestyle kids master the ground rules so they can lift their game.
Experienced ball players know when to strike the ball and when to let the ball strike
them. Gravity makes it easier for the head, chest and thighs, to control the ball before
passing or shooting. Beginners spend so much time learning to strike and receive the
ball that they try to control every ball that comes their way. They go to trap the ball on
their thighs and it bounces off their knees straight to an opponent.
A lot of kids are told to keep the ball on the ground to make the game easier. Freestyle
kids don’t look for the easy way out. Competitive sport is designed to bring out the
best in competitive players.

Head, thigh, foot on the move is a classic momentum drill that relies on gravity.
The player runs onto a high ball on the halfway line, they head it up and forwards
towards goal and then run onto it. In the next touch, the thigh directs the ball onto the
left or right side and the foot volleys the shot on the run to increase the momentum
and velocity.
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GOALKICKS
The average goal kick takes four seconds to travel from takeoff to
landing which gives players plenty of time to compute the flight.
Goal kicks provide a simple way to evaluate teams and individuals. The number
of uncontested goal kicks in junior Soccer indicates how many Australian Soccer
kids have a fear of the high ball. If we look carefully, we will notice that the team that
dominates the goal kicks will dictate the play because they have a greater hunger to
win the ball and win the game. They send a clear message to their opposition.
Kids don’t need confidence to win the goal kicks as long as they act with confidence.
When kids shout their name clearly, and move onto the ball without taking their
eyes off it, that can be enough to distract an opponent. By calling clearly, they avoid
clashing with a team mate.
In any game, when you look and listen, you can always see and hear which team is
hungrier for the ball. Freestyle kids learn to predict the point of intercept in goal kicks
because they train with the high ball.
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DUAL CONTROL
The top players do the difficult things well at training and the simple
things well in competition.
There should be a reason for every training drill. Freestyle drills are designed to
improve skills, inspire confidence, identify weaknesses, stimulate intelligence or
measure performance. One touch close repetition drills, such as Lighten Up, help kids
to develop touch, rhythm, timing and weighting. Two touch control drills help kids to
improve balance, coordination and decision making. Freestyle kids choose to play
one touch or two touches depending on the situation.

Kids should always start dual control with chest/volley so they get used to the ball
striking them and dropping to their feet. Thigh/volley enables them to practise taking
the ball on either side. Double headers look difficult at first but quickly improve. The
biggest challenge is to play dual control using the feet only. The next stage is to
practise at right angles to the goal so that kids can rotate the body as they volley.
These drills can then be repeated moving backwards and forwards.
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SOCCEROBICS
Sport is a way to challenge us, make us stronger and become the
best that we can be or want to be.

Any kid, Soccer player or not, can use a Soccer ball to become fitter. The average
Soccer kid only trains for about 100 hours a year. They don’t have time to stand in line
or separate technique from fitness. When kids go for a run, they should take a ball
with them. When they practise ball skills, they should practise on the move so they
can coordinate their whole body and not just isolate the control surface.
Every time a kid throws, kicks, strikes, catches, rolls, bounces, spins and redirects a
round ball, they’re using and developing basic motor skills while learning to read and
anticipate the flight of a moving target. That’s how top cricketers and tennis players
master their craft.
Instead of spending time in front of a screen, any kid can benefit from playing with a
round ball for just 30 minutes every day. A ball is the cheapest and most effective way
for any kid to combat obesity, stress and boredom. Soccer drills help kids to improve
their natural skills.
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SILENT RUNNING
We can run a 5 minute game where every player stays silent and then
ask the kids how much they’ve missed their calling.
A calling grid is a miniature pitch where the coach can use a ball player and support
player to demonstrate the significance of calling. There are at least 20 calls that kids
can learn to keep possession. Most Australian Soccer kids have no idea what to call.
Their most common call is ‘mine’. The most common call from the sideline is ‘big kick’.
Intelligent calling can turn eleven individuals into an effective team. It takes 5 minutes
to set up a calling grid and run through the calls that kids can use. It takes 5 minutes
to discover how many calls kids can remember. If we tell kids what the calls are, they
soon forget. If we ask them what the calls are, they begin to think for themselves and
remember. It takes 5 minutes to test players once a fortnight until every player knows
what to call. Communication should be a two way process. If we can tell kids what to
do, we can ask them questions and listen to what they say. We need to engage kids
in their development.
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STRICTLY BALLWORK
A good coach tells kids what to do. A better coach shows them how.
The best coach explains why so kids can decide when and where.
Junior Soccer is a kid’s game played by adults who call the shots and make the
decisions. If we look back at the way Soccer was coached 20 years ago, we get
an insight into what the kids of today are going to think in 20 years time. Kids can’t
achieve their full potential if we don’t let them contribute their own talent, intelligence
or character.
Strictly ballwork is a 5 minute freestyle grid session where every kid has a ball at their
feet with direction to improvise any way they want. This can be an initial culture shock
for kids who are used to standing around waiting to be told what to do and copying
each other. If we want to learn about players we need to discover how they think.
A moving kid can synchronise juggling, balancing, dribbling, twisting and turning with
a moving ball. They can rotate the quick step, two step, side step, step around, step
over, step up, stepback, inside step and outside step. Simple step drills will strengthen
their ankle joints.
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FUN AND GAMES
While we teach average kids to strike and receive a ball, freestyle
kids are learning to deflect the hard ball and intercept the high ball.

The average Soccer kid has the ball for 5% of the game and they spend the other
95% waiting to see what happens so they can react. Intelligent kids know how to
make it happen. No kid is every going to receive the perfect ball in a game. They can
always improve their positioning by moving forward or back, up or down, left or right,
clockwise or anticlockwise. Ball control depends on body control.
While most kids are encouraged to play it safe and play the easy ball on the ground,
freestyle kids constantly practise with the difficult high ball. Interceptor drills involve
sprinting onto high bouncing balls and taking them on the run while other kids
hesitate, wait and vacillate.
There are kids who always look for more time and space so they can make safe,
conscious decisions. The more they think about it, the more they worry about
making mistakes. Freestyle kids practise with the minimum of time and space so
that they learn to play intuitively. Ordinary kids stop and think. Freestyle kids think
without stopping.
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NEAR MISS
Most kids try to play at grassroots level and keep the ball down.
Freestyle kids are happy to keep it up and lift their game.
Near Miss is a simple exercise that assesses the ability of players to judge the high
ball. As with most close repetition drills, it gives us an insight into how kids behave
and how quickly they can improve.

The receiver stands in the goalmouth where the keeper would normally stand, while
a difficult high ball is lobbed towards the goal. The challenge is for the kid to put the
ball in the net with one touch. In most cases, the kids miss the ball by a couple of
centimetres, hence the title ‘near miss’. Some kids get stranded with their feet glued to
the ground while others rush too quickly and create an air swing.
Practice makes perfect. It also makes any challenge become familiar. Initially, kids
judge the ball too left or too right, too fast or too slow, too early or too late, too high
or too low. Then they learn to relax and watch the ball all the way in. Next, they’re
ready for the low hard ball. Freestyle kids have the confidence and control to deflect a
power ball.
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LOST IN SPACE
A smart player knows when to get lost and where to get lost.
On corners, throws and free kicks, it’s amazing how many Australian Soccer kids go
and stand with the fullback and mark them closely. Some attackers even follow the
defenders when they change position.
Stealth players use their motional intelligence to play mind games with the opposition.
The players who move will create space for themselves or drag their marker out of
position and create something for their team mates. The kids who do nothing will
create nothing.
Attackers who stand in the penalty area, waiting to see what happens, are forced to
compete for a 50-50 ball. Freestyle kids will always lose themselves, find a position
where their threat appears minimal, think for themselves, make their own decisions
and improvise if necessary. On a corner, when a stealth player calls clearly and runs
from the blindside, they can usually draw two defenders out of position and create
space for their own team mates on the far post. Predictable kids think ‘ball and goal’.
Unpredictable kids think ‘space and possession’.
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BELIEF AND REPETITION
When kids believe in the coach, and the coach believes in the kids,
the kids will believe in themselves.
Fear of failure is the greatest obstacle in sport. A lot of Soccer kids make mistakes
because they worry too much about making mistakes. Confidence is the most
important goal for any kid or teenager. Any Australian Soccer kid can develop
confidence in 5 minutes by getting hundreds of ball touches and discovering how
good they really are.
Freestyle kids base their confidence on facts, not sports psychology. They keep a
record of their juggling figures so that they have the numbers on the board. They
know that they will get out of the game what they put into it. Close repetition drills are
designed to provide feedback by measuring performance and recording improvement.

Every time kids achieve short term goals, they become inspired to aim for the next
level. Some kids can train a whole season and not receive any feedback on their
progress. Australia has the innovative coaches and talented players to become a
Top 20 Football Nation. If we wait for it to happen, it will never happen. We need the
determination and confidence to make it happen. We just need to believe in ourselves.
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CARD GAMES
In junior Soccer, it’s the little things that count. They all add up.

Card games give Australian Soccer kids the freedom to take control of their own skill
development. Freestyle kids don’t need a coach to train with a ball seven days a
week. They only have themselves to blame.
If every kid has a card, a pen and a ball, they can juggle on their own or with their
mates and keep a written record of their progress. Every kid has a personal best,
no matter what their level is, and they can always compete against themselves and
confirm their improvement.
The most valuable gifts we can give kids, Soccer players or not, are a round ball and
the joy of discovery. The ball will give any kid fitness, health, confidence, skills and the
motivation to challenge their limits. The joy of discovery will give kids the inspiration
to aim higher. Any kid can become a Freestyle kid if they’re willing to look, listen, ask,
think for themselves, learn and take responsibility for their own skills.
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JUGGLING SECRETS
Any Soccer kid can make 100 decisions, take 100 steps and get 100
touches of the ball just by juggling on their own for 5 minutes.
There’s a pattern to repetitive skill development. The First 5 minutes of anything we
do are full of mistakes. That’s human nature and that’s how we evolve. Kids who are
unaware of this will usually give up in the First 5 minutes, especially with something
challenging like scoring goals, juggling a Soccer ball or floating a cross to the
far post.
Freestyle kids understand the concept behind the First 5, so they just relax and
give their mind and body time to synchronise with the ball. Kids who juggle a ball
for 5 minutes before kickoff are ready to play and they make less unforced errors
after kickoff.

The secret to juggling is as simple as walking and running. Kids just need to alternate
their feet with every step to maintain balance. One footed jugglers try to take the
easy way out but are limited by how long they can hop on one foot. Humans are
not designed to hop. Any stiff, mechanical player can loosen up after 5 minutes of
ball practice.
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NECK BRACE
Kids achieve because they don’t know what they can’t do. Adults give
up too easily because they know what they can’t do.
Some kids lack self esteem and some kids just lack confidence with a particular skill.
Close repetition drills help us to identify each of these. If we know kids are scared of
heading, shooting, juggling or winning a 50-50 ball we can design repetition drills to
boost their confidence.

The Neck Brace is the most outrageous ball drill we can give kids. It distinguishes
the kids who will try anything from the kids who won’t try anything. Players stand with
their back to goal. They’re thrown a high ball and let it bounce before trying to catch
it on the back of their neck. They turn around, check the target and shoot. This drill
requires timing, footwork, vision and confidence. It helps kids to synchronise their
natural skills with their Soccer skills and lose any fear of failure. Neck Brace is a rare
example of controlling a ball without looking at it. Some coaches worry a lot about
failure. The real problem is fear of failure. It’s better for kids to try and fail than to be
too scared to try.
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HUSTLE
All kids are naturally competitive. In a learning program they can
compete against themselves.
In a sport where winning is everything, players develop a fear of losing and try
to avoid failure. There are coaches who try not to lose instead of trying to win. In
Freestyle soccer, where improvement is everything, kids are happy to compete with
themselves and their mates. They can learn something new from everything they do.

Hustle is a speed control test where a player tries to make as many passes as
possible in 60 seconds using two feeders. Through close repetition, it emphasises
the need to pass and move, give and go. Players spend equal time on each foot and
vary the drill by including heading, chest volley and dribbling. When players need
protection because they’re scared of losing games, we need to learn about these kids
and identify the fears so we can discover their underlying cause. We teach kids where
to stand, how to kick and when to shoot. They want to learn where to move, how to
pass and when to score goals.
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HEAD IN PAIRS
If kids put their heads together, they can discover the power of one
on one.

Heading in Pairs is the most comprehensive way for Soccer kids to develop
confidence in the air and improve their heading ability. It’s a simple close repetition
drill that can be measured and improved so that kids can see their improvement. Any
kid can head a ball up into the air by letting the ball strike them. That’s why so many
headers go sailing over the crossbar in a game. Heading in Pairs enables kids to
practise heading while looking, thinking, communicating and moving.
Confident headers can put 100 passes together by getting a feel for the ball and
controlling their power. As kids improve, they improvise by practising close heading in
pairs and double headers. Too many kids jump too early when heading for goal. The
smart players time their jump later but come up faster while other kids are on their way
down. They combine strength, timing and speed to maximise their power.
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SERVE AND VOLLEY
Kids need to move if they want to improve. They need to believe if
they want to achieve.
A lot of Australian Soccer kids pass the ball and then they stand still. Coaches teach
teams what to do with the ball but don’t have time to learn what players do without the
ball for the other 95% of the game.

Serve and Volley is a pairs juggling drill that uses one bounce and one touch so that
players get used to anticipating a fast return. This drill is all about positioning of the
players and the pass so that kids can move to the ball quickly and think quickly. If
the ball comes to their weaker side, they have to play it with one touch rather than
switch to their strong side. Kids suddenly discover how good their weaker foot is when
they don’t have any alternatives. Advanced kids can challenge themselves with one
bounce, one touch, one foot. Kids who keep a record of their juggling figures know
when they’re ready to advance. The ultimate test would be no bounce, one touch,
weaker foot only. Close repetition drills are designed to provide kids with information.
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TRY ANGLES
If kids want better practice, they better practise.
Ordinary Soccer players are very straightforward. They run and kick straight forward.
So many kids run up and down the field in straight lines while the defender stands
there and waits for them. The through ball is often kicked straight ahead so that the
forwards can’t catch it. Shooting sessions are always conducted straight in front of
the goal.
Freestyle kids have the freedom to think laterally and the confidence to read the play
and move out of position. They’re not scared to make the diagonal pass or the square
run. They can use their own initiative.
Try Angles is a set of drills that enable kids to change the direction of the ball.
Three players stand in a triangle and pass the ball around in clockwise and then
anticlockwise direction. They begin with simple one touch using the head, shoulders,
thighs and feet. They move and rotate the whole body not just the contact area. The
next stage is to develop two touch control by practising chest/volley and thigh/volley.
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ROTATION
The most effective way to treat a dead ball is to bury it.
A lot of Soccer kids are flat footed, stiff legged and one footed and this makes
them stab at the ball awkwardly instead of striking through it smoothly. They have
perfect technique but lack footwork. In the 5 minutes of juggling that it takes to get
200 touches of the ball, Freestyle kids become more relaxed and their close control
improves because they can bend their hips, knees and ankles. You can hear the
difference. A stab is a high sound. Perfect timing makes a deep sound.
Chipping enables kids to add more backspin to a firm ball so they can change the
height and trajectory of the ball to pressure the keeper. Freestyle kids add rotation
to the chip to combine dip with swerve. Any kid can kick at a ball. Freestyle kids are
learning about the ball. The cross is a rotational chip where kids learn to hit under
and across the ball at speed. Rotational chips, drives and volleys, are particularly
deceptive against keepers if the striker is facing away from the goal.
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WALL PASS
There should be a reason for everything we do but never an excuse.
The Wall Pass can be a motivational exercise or a waste of time. Kids need to be
mentally, physically and technically engaged in training sessions so that they’re
constantly learning and developing. When 10 kids stand in a line to practise the Wall
Pass, they can spend 90% of their time standing around and talking and 10% passing
and moving.
The One-Two is known as the Wall Pass because the first pass has to bounce off the
receiver. The return pass goes into space. This drill teaches players to move quickly
and search for the empty space.
Some coaches run the Wall Pass as a warm up drill before kickoff. Coaches who feed
the ball are not going to play in the game so they need to let their players take turns at
running the drills. Kids learn to drive, strive, thrive and come alive when the Wall Pass
is played in the air or adapted to rapid fire. Players need to be breathing heavily when
the starting whistle blows. Then they’re ready and set to go.
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KICKBACKS
The most important part of the pass is the receiver.
A Soccer ball is a ball of energy. When a firm pass is driven towards a player,
confident kids will convert that energy into swerve or spin. Ball players intuitively know
when to play one touch. Inexperienced kids will always control the ball first and then
attempt to play the dead ball. So many young defenders try to trap a firm through ball
only to see it bounce off their legs and straight to an opposing forward.

Kickbacks consist of 100 first time passes between two players over varying distances
that provide their own unique challenges. One Metre One Touch challenges kids to get
100 continuous kicks without losing control and forces them to get up on their toes. It
restricts the time and space available so that players learn to react instinctively.
20 Metres One Touch teaches kids to use either foot and to keep the ball down to
make it easier for the receiver. A ground ball is so much easier to strike first time than a
high ball. Confident defenders don’t need to give away a throw when they can pass the
ball up the wing. They can convert a clearance into a through ball for their forwards.
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SPEED TURNS
Freestyle Soccer kids don’t just run in a game. They run the game.
There are Soccer strikers who spend most of the game standing with their markers
or following them around when they change position. They just make it easier
for defenders and they don’t realise that they’re doing it. Their team mates can’t
pass to them and every ball is a 50-50 ball. Freestyle players learn how to run the
opposition ragged.

Speed turns are a series of short sharp shuttle runs with and without a ball so that
strikers can practise losing their markers. Freestyle kids love to be closely marked
because that challenges them to see how far opponents will go to keep up with them.
If a defender follows them, they will go and sit on another defender to confuse both of
them. Kids can record and compare their sprint times with and without a ball so they
can identify what they need to improve. Freestyle kids practise a variety of ways to
stop the ball and turn. As with all simple steps, they start with slow, short, simple jogs
and then gradually increase their frequency, intensity and duration until they have the
ability to repeat a series of Cruyff turns at full speed with either foot.
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CONFIDENCE TRICKS
All kids make mistakes. The biggest mistake we can make is to
correct the kid and not the mistake.
Kids who lack confidence will use tricks to impress people. Kids who don’t need
to impress people will only use tricks to get out of trouble. Aussie kids are specially
made to play Soccer. They’re designed to look, listen, talk, think, make decisions, try
things, make mistakes, learn from them and keep going. When intelligent kids have
natural talent, we don’t need to program them to replace mechanical robots.

When freestyle kids get together on skate parks, basketball courts, bike tracks and
Soccer fields they like to share skills and swap tricks. Kids are naturally competitive
and dare each other to go one better. They’re naturally innovative. They don’t know
what best practice is so they constantly look for better practice. If we ask a group of
kids to show how many different ways they can get a Soccer ball off the ground, we
would be surprised at their level of improvisation. The aim of a learning program is to
look at every possible way to improve.
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RANDOM TANDEM
If kids have the will, and the coach has the drill, any team can
develop the skill.
Most Soccer drills are conscious. The receiver knows exactly what type of ball they
will receive so they can keep repeating the technique. Lighten Up is an example of a
conscious drill and teaches us a lot about the effects of repetition on muscle memory.
Kids practise with the head, shoulders, thighs and feet. After 200 ball touches, the
tempo of the feed can be dramatically increased and the receiver discovers that their
reactions have sped up automatically without being forced.
Most kids play the way they train. Freestyle kids deliberately train at a high level
so that match play becomes easy in comparison. Rapid Fire Shooting, One Metre
Passing and No Bounce Juggling help players to lift their game. Random Tandem
conditions kids to perform more effectively at the intuitive level. Without warning, the
feeder throws the ball high or low, fast or slow, left or right, early or late while the
receiver reacts automatically with one or two touches. Top kids aren’t always the
fastest or strongest. They’re different and unpredictable. A lot of talent, intelligence
and character, remains hidden and untapped.
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CHALLENGE AND INTUITION
Elite coaches prefer to work with the polished product. Innovative
Soccer coaches can achieve much more with raw Australian talent.

Sport should be a challenge. Coaching should be a challenge. Kids should be
a challenge. The Freestyle challenge is to find one kid who can’t improve in 5
minutes. Ordinary kids practise what they can do because they want to stay in their
comfort zone where everything is the same. Freestyle kids practise what they can’t
do because they need a challenge. Some kids play it safe and others play their
own game.
The only obstacles to achievement are ignorance, laziness, selfishness and fear. They
come from within us not without us. Freestyle kids use intelligence, motivation, team
spirit and resilience to overcome any adversity. Kids are naturally competitive and
want to show what they can do. They will always climb higher to jump into that river
simply because it’s there. Freestyle drills enable kids to express themselves, think for
themselves, push themselves, speak up for themselves, look out for themselves, learn
about themselves and believe in themselves.
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FREESTYLE PAIRS
Coaching is a self-fulfilling prophecy. Kids become what we expect
them to become.
It’s impossible for an adult to watch kids make mistakes without stopping the mistakes
and correcting the techniques. In a correctional system, we honestly believe that
we’re helping kids by constantly telling them what’s wrong with them. It’s impossible
for a coach to watch kids fail and conclude that they need better coaching. It’s more
natural to assume that the vast majority of individuals lack talent.
Freestyle Pairs enables kids to communicate and improvise by using a ball. It helps
us identify the kids who don’t talk or move. Awareness is the ability to see and hear
what isn’t there. We need to recognise inertia, silence and space. At grading, we look
for kids who run and call. In games, we watch the ball and never see what kids do
without it. When talented, intelligent Soccer kids don’t know where to move, or what to
call, we need to learn about them and find out why. Kids can’t develop Soccer skills if
we can’t discover their natural skills.
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SCREENPLAY
Kids learn a lot from failure but learn nothing from fear of failure.
Screenplay is a one versus one intensive battle for possession in a 10 metre by
10 metre grid. The ball player screens the ball and tries to nutmeg their opponent
who only has to touch the ball to win it back. This is a stamina drill where kids try to
keep going without a break. Anyone can lose the ball. It’s how they bounce back
that matters.
Freestyle kids learn to maintain pressure whether on the ball or off the ball. They develop
the ability of indoor players to control the ball in limited time and space. Screenplay
allows kids to become familiar with pressure instead of avoiding it which is just a
delaying tactic. They also master the technique of controlling the ball while fatigued.
A lot of kids only make mistakes because they’re scared of making mistakes. When
we protect kids from the traumas of losing, we’re delaying failure and replacing it
with fear of failure. Freestyle kids are brought up on mistakes. Losing a ball is just a
challenge to win it back. Soccer is just a game. Kids need to learn about themselves.
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SPEED LIMITS
We can show kids the correct way to lift a Soccer ball into the air and
they can show us ten different ways.
Speed Juggling is a creative challenge for any kid at any age or level. Players keep
count of how many kicks they get in 60 seconds. They can drop the ball or kick it
away as many times as they like but what counts is the total number of ball touches.
Kids, who normally distract other players, suddenly learn to concentrate. Little kids
may have to use their hands. Some kids only use one foot. Freestyle Soccer is not
about winning or losing. It’s all about improving and finding ways to motivate and
inspire kids so they discover how good they really are.

If we repeat this drill 5 minutes later, nearly every kid will improve because their
subconscious mind works out what their problems were. Every time a kid achieves
something, and records that improvement, it inspires them to aim for the next challenge.
Most coaches will never discover this. Coaches teach skill. Talent is what the kids do
with it. It takes thousands of ball touches to convert their skill into their talent.
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LOW HARD BALL
The low hard ball is a challenge. Some kids play safe and step back.
Freestyle kids like to play hardball and take a step forward.
The low hard ball gives coaches an early indication of confidence and familiarity with
the ball. Freestyle kids learn to read the height of the flight and the speed of the feed.
When a high cross is aimed at the far post, they move back so that the ball doesn’t
float over their heads. When a low hard cross is played to the near post, they move
forward so they can maximise the velocity in their shot. Ordinary kids tend to move too
early to the high ball and just miss it. They back away from the low hard ball to take
the sting out of it and the bounce beats them.
Beginners are easy to spot. They expect too much too soon and try too hard. When
they juggle, they always hit the ball too high. When they pass and shoot, they always
kick the ball too hard. Enthusiastic kids tense up and rush their moves. As players
become more comfortable with the ball they learn to relax. In a teaching program,
kids learn to kick the ball. In a learning program, they learn to pass and distribute the
ball. In a discovery program, kids learn how to dominate the ball.
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RAPID FIRE
Top players use 10% of the brain activity of ordinary players. If we
have to stop and think about it, we’re not ready for that level yet.

Kids play the way they train. If we teach them to kick a ball while standing still, they’re
learning to stand still while kicking a ball. If a whole team stands in a circle sharing
one ball before kickoff, they’re going to stand around in the game waiting for someone
to pass before they make a move. Kids need the freedom to use their own initiative.
Kids who lack confidence try to second guess what the coach wants so they won’t
get into trouble for doing the wrong thing. Rapid Fire drills condition kids to think and
act quickly so they don’t have time to let the pressure affect them. Automatic fire
teaches kids to lock onto the target. They take one touch, check the target and then
focus on the ball. One touch, one look, one shot. Control. Aim. Fire. Rapid Fire Drills
are used for close up shots and running the Wall Pass. If the first player passes and
moves right, the next kid passes and moves left and so on. Too many kids receive the
ball and then think about what to do. Freestyle kids make decisions while they move
to the ball. They learn to synchronise their physical, mental and technical ability.
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CROSS TRAINING
If we want kids to shoot, we need to teach kids how to cross the ball.

Cross training should be an essential part of every shooting session. It would be nice
if players could just run down the centre of the pitch and shoot straight in front but the
reality of Soccer is a bit different. Freestyle kids practice shooting from every angle
and range so that goal scoring becomes second nature. They also learn to lose their
markers so they can win the ball in the box and take their best shot.
Crossing a ball at speed is often more challenging than shooting at goal. The winger
may have to sprint down the line at top speed while trying to locate a moving target
at right angles. That’s why Freestyle kids learn to think and move while controlling the
ball. The most common cross in Soccer goes behind the goal line because kids lack
the balance to rotate on the move. The second most common cross goes straight to
the keeper. Third time lucky, the ball will be cut back. A lot of coaches like to cross
the ball at training to provide perfect crosses. Perfect doesn’t make perfect. Practice
makes perfect. Kids need to practise crossing so they can add it to their arsenal
of skills.
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JUGGLING ON THE MOVE
Control should be second nature. Movement should be first nature.
The kids who can’t juggle a Soccer ball are the ones who say that they hate juggling
and the kids who hate juggling are the ones who say that juggling has got nothing
to do with the game of Soccer. Juggling enables Soccer hungry kids to practice skill
on their own or with their mates every day of the week while getting thousands of ball
touches. Juggling on the move combines Soccer skills and natural skills so that kids
can make decisions and create moves while controlling the ball.

Juggling improves balance, coordination, timing, rhythm, flexibility and agility. It
speeds up reflexes and decision making. Juggling on the move encourages kids
to alternate their feet every step they take. It encourages them to improvise every
decision they make. Juggling while walking forward helps kids to read the backspin.
Juggling while moving backwards shows kids how to control a ball when off balance.
Freestyle kids can juggle a Soccer ball while running towards goal.
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NO BOUNCE
The top players can switch on off the ball and switch off on the ball.
Freestyle kids make a lot more mistakes than the average Soccer kids because they
practise what they can’t do and stretch their limits. Something makes these kids push
themselves without being pushed.
No Bounce is a higher level of juggling for pairs and small groups. In the beginning,
kids have to use one bounce to make control easier and give them more time and
space to respond. Letting the ball bounce is the quickest and most effective way to
teach beginners how to juggle. No Bounce is the quantum leap that allows no room
for mistakes.
Kids can control their own minds. No Bounce teaches kids to switch on off the ball
and switch off on the ball. Off the ball, kids learn to get on their toes and stay sharp so
they can react to any pass. On the ball, kids learn to relax so that they don’t tense up
and rush their control.
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TAG TEAM
Calling and support are critical in defence as well as in attack.
Calling is the most effective way to increase possession in a game because it requires
no energy. Most Australian kids don’t call. Two defenders will run into each other
going for a ball or a tackle simply because neither of them bothered to call their name.
As soon as one kid calls their name, the second kid can move into a support position.

In Tag Team, two defenders stand in the centre of a circle and try to intercept the ball
while the rest of the team use two touch control to keep possession on the outside.
Our first discovery is that ball players make simple errors with little pressure. The
second discovery is that the two defenders don’t communicate with each other. They
both attack the same player leaving the rest of the circle unmarked. Once they learn
to communicate, one defender can jockey the ball player while the second defender
covers a different quadrant of the circle. Tag Team is an effective way to evaluate
behaviour under pressure.
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HIGH PRESSURE DRILLS
Some kids have to stop and think. Freestyle kids think on the move.
When two kids stand one metre apart and pass the ball to each other, they quickly
lose control because they stand flat footed and stab at the ball. Pressure drills force
kids up on their toes so they can react a lot faster and move with the ball. One Metre
One Touch develops their rapid response. One Metre Two Touch improves their
coordination. One Metre Three Touch develops natural rhythm and weight transfer.
Ordinary players need time and space to make decisions. Freestyle kids deliberately
get closer and faster when practising pressure drills.
Close Heading in Pairs doesn’t give kids the time to think. They learn to relax and
control their power while letting the ball bounce off them. The secret to controlling a
ball is to control power. Kids who lack confidence will use force as the default option
for skill. All the top players look relaxed in the penalty box. They let the ball do the
work. It takes at least 200 ball touches for kids to relax under pressure. They reach a
zone where they just play without second guessing the moves.
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200 TOUCHES
Ordinary training produces ordinary players. Extra training produces
extraordinary players.
When a kid juggles a ball 30 times, their last 10 numbers will add up to a lot more
than the first 10 numbers because juggling synchronises ball control and body
control. It takes 200 kicks to reach the intuitive level where control is second nature.
The average Australian Soccer kid gets 10 ball touches before kickoff and spends the
next 20 minutes making unforced errors. They average 100 kicks in a training session.

No player or coach knows how many ball touches it takes for eye/foot coordination
to kick in. We all have eyes ears, mouths and minds. We just need to open them and
look, listen, ask and think for ourselves. All kids are different. Innovative players can
get 200 ball touches in 5 minutes by juggling, wall practice or ballwork in pairs. An
innovative coach can discover how to get the best out of each kid. The quality of
control in a game is directly proportional to the quantity of control at training. We can
improve any Australian Soccer kid in 5 minutes just by giving them the freedom to
think, move and get 200 ball touches.
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EXTREME FREESTYLE
Freestyle kids don’t do ordinary. They take it to a higher level.
Extreme Freestyle is very simple. Freestyle kids look at any ordinary training drill and
find unique ways to make them more effective. At skate parks, BMX tracks and surf
beaches, these kids are free to push the barriers. Freestyle Soccer kids constantly
discover original ideas.
Any Soccer kid can stand still and wait for the ball to come to their feet. Freestylers
learn to read the flight path of the ball and can predict the point of intercept. Any
Soccer kid can aim at large static targets. Freestyle kids train with small moving
targets. Every goal kick, cross, through ball and support player can become a small
moving target.

If we’re serious about becoming a Top 20 Football nation, we need to challenge
Australian Soccer kids to show their talent, intelligence and character. If we can
develop the game for non competitive kids, we should have no problems catering for
our highly competitive players.
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THE LAST PLACE WE THINK
OF LOOKING
We can improve any Australian Soccer kid in 5 minutes just by
learning about them. We’re just waiting for someone to believe it.
We look everywhere for ways to improve Australian Soccer players and the last place
we would think of looking is at the players. We can visit the elite academies in the
leading football nations of the world, to learn how to coach Australian Soccer kids, and
not even notice the millions of streetwise kids who spend hundreds of hours getting
thousands of ball touches on the local beaches, streets and car parks.
Every kid has a brain. Encourage them to think for themselves. They have vision.
Show them what to look at and let them dream. They can hear. Tell them what to listen
for when they have the ball. They have a voice. Show them what to call when they
want the ball. They have legs. Give them the freedom to move wherever they want.
They have feet. Let them get thousands of ball touches so they can feel the game.
What would kids know about playing their own game? Ask them.
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